
2019 NEW FIREARMS OVERVIEW

Savage Arms® is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of rifles and shotguns  
dedicated to hunting, competition, defense and having fun at the range. It’s a huge year, as 
we will deliver more than 40 new firearms in many caliber and gauge options. Here’s a look 
at what we have in store. 

  It’s our 125th anniversary! We’re celebrating the historic event by offering two  
limited-edition rifles and a decorated collector’s rifle.

  We’re expanding and improving our popular XP scoped rifle lines. New models include 
the 110 Apex XP series, featuring Vortex® scopes, and a pint-sized Rascal Target XP. 
Plus, the existing AXIS XP series has been upgraded with a new modernized stock.

  Savage’s AccuFit™ system lets shooters quickly adjust comb height and length-of-pull. 
The feature is an integral part of a new long-range rifle, as well as bolt-action turkey 
shotguns.

  We’ve added to the lineup of AXIS and AXIS II rifles sold as standard base models  
so hunters can purchase their optics of choice. All have redesigned stocks with new 
looks and improved ergonomics.

  Our next-generation MSR 15 and MSR 10 rifle lines continue to expand with new  
options built for long-range, precision and competition shooting. All deliver accuracy, 
performance and a full suite of custom upgrades packaged as standard features. 

  Stevens 320 Security and Field Grade pump-action shotguns have received major stock 
upgrades that improve the reliable platform’s look and feel. 

  There’s also a new specialized single-shot turkey gun designed for Federal’s.410  
HEAVYWEIGHT® TSS turkey loads, as well as a 16-gauge 555 Enhanced  
over-and-under—the latest in the lineup of sub-gauge options. 

This brochure is a brief overview of these exciting introductions. For full product details, prices and 
high-resolution images of new products shown here, please visit media.vistaoutdoor.com/presskit. 
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2 110 APEX HUNTER XP   
Model 110 rifle with a Vortex Crossfire II scope. Features the AccuTrigger, thread-in heasdpacing, floating  
bolt head and adjustable length-of-pull. 17 calibers, including 6.5x284 Norma. 

2 AXIS XP  
A new ergonomic stock paired with a sporter-contour 
barrel. Mounted and bore-sighted Weaver® 3-9x40mm 
scope, button-rifled barrel, thread-in headspacing and 
floating bolt head. 9 caliber options.

1 125TH ANNIVERSARY RIFLES

Rascal Target XP: 
22 LR

Rascal FV-SR 
Pink: 22 LR

110 Apex Hunter XP: 17 calibers

110 Apex Storm XP: 16 calibers

110 Apex Predator XP:  
6 calibers

AXIS XP: 9 calibers

AXIS XP Mossy Oak®  

Break-Up Country:  
9 calibers

Additional NEW models:

 • Rascal Target XP Left Hand: 22 LR

 • Rascal Target: 22 LR

 • Rascal FV-SR Black: 22 LR

Additional NEW models:

 • 110 Apex Hunter XP Left Hand: 11 calibers 

 • 110 Apex Hunter XP Muddy Girl: 4 calibers

Additional NEW models:

 • AXIS XP Compact: 3 calibers

 •  AXIS XP Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country Compact:  
3 calibers

 • AXIS XP Compact Muddy Girl®: 3 calibers

2 RASCAL TARGET XP  
The industry’s safest micro 22 LR is even better. This 
package gun features a scope, bipod, hardwood target 
stock, heavy barrel, Picatinny rail and threaded muzzle. 
Several suppressor-ready Rascals sold without optics 
are also new options.

In 1894, Arthur Savage entered the world of firearms; a world he would forever change through his  
commitment to a higher standard in quality. It’s the same commitment that lives on today, helping 
shooters fill backcountry tags, climb leaderboards, and make the most of every range day.

This long-standing commitment is the reason we continue to set new standards in the firearms 
industry by developing new ways to deliver pure performance such as the AccuTrigger, AccuStock, 
AccuFit and other innovations.

For 125 years, we’ve upheld that commitment, insisting that better comes standard in every firearm 
that bears our name. That’s why we’re celebrating this 125-year milestone with a heritage seal to  
honor where we’ve been and celebrate where we’re going.

You will find this seal on special 125th Anniversary guns to be released in 2019. This includes an engraved  
Model 110 collector’s rifle, a limited-edition rimfire rifle and a limited-edition centerfire rifle. We invite you  
to view and learn more about these celebratory firearms by visiting savagearms.com.



4 AXIS II  
Rebuilt synthetic stock for improved ergonomics. 
Features the AccuTrigger, thread-in headspacing and 
floating bolt head. Improved AXIS II XPs featuring new 
stock designs were released in 2018. 10 calibers, 
including 6.5 Creedmoor and 280 Ackley Improved.

4 AXIS
Features a new look with improved ergonomics, as 
well as thread-in headspacing, button rifling and a 
floating bolt head. 9 caliber options.

5 MSR 15 LONG RANGE 224 VALKYRIE  
Barrel length is tuned to 224 Valkyrie for peak accuracy. Features adjustable muzzle 
brake, custom free-float handguard, and custom-length, low-profile, gas block.

5 MSR 15 COMPETITION   
Savage and PROOF Research® barrel built specific  
to the firearm. Tunable ported muzzle brake and 
adjustable custom-length gas block. 223 Rem.  
and 224 Valkyrie.

Additional NEW models:

 • AXIS Compact: 3 calibers

 • AXIS Left Hand: 9 calibers    

 • AXIS Compact Left Hand: 2 calibers

Additional NEW model:

 • AXIS II Compact: 4 calibers

Additional NEW model:

 • MSR 10 Competition HD: 308 Win.

5 MSR 10 PRECISION   
Stainless steel heavy barrel and 5R button rifling.  
Includes an 18-inch Arca handguard, Magpul PRS®  
stock and TangoDown™ Battlegrip Flip Grip. 6mm  
Creedmoor, 6.5 Creedmoor and 308 Win.

3 220 TURKEY AND 212 TURKEY  
Bolt-action smoothbore turkey shotguns built around 
the Model 110 rifle action, with AccuStock, AccuFit 
and AccuTrigger. Extra full choke included. Available  
in 20 and 12 gauge.

3 110 HIGH COUNTRY  
Built for long-range hunts. Features a spiral-fluted  
barrel, AccuStock™, AccuFit, AccuTrigger™ and a  
TrueTimber® Strata synthetic stock. 11 calibers,  
including 6.5 PRC and 280 Ackley Improved.

AXIS II: 10 calibers

AXIS: 9 calibers

MSR 15 Competition: 
2 calibers



7 555 ENHANCED 16 GAUGE   
Imperial walnut stock and fore-end, ejectors, and a  
silver, scroll-engraved filigree ornament receiver.  
Features 28-inch chrome-lined barrels.

7 555 16 GAUGE
Aluminum receiver scaled to gauge and reinforced by a 
steel insert. Turkish walnut stock and chrome-lined,  
28-inch barrels.

6 320 SECURITY BEAD SIGHT     
Rugged 12 gauge with redesigned synthetic stock and fore-end. Features a rotary bolt 
and dual slide-bars. Several sighting systems, grips and other options available.

6 320 FIELD GRADE    
Rotary bolt and dual slide bars cycle all loads. Features an updated synthetic 
stock. Available in 12 and 20 gauge, and in a variety of configurations.

320 Security Bead 
Sight: 12 gauge

320 Security Bead Sight with  
Pistol Grip & Heat Shield: 12 gauge

Additional NEW models:

 • 320 Field Grade Compact: 20 gauge 

 • 320 Field/Security Combo: 12 gauge 

 •  320 Field Compact Mossy Oak Shadow  
Grass Blades: 12 gauge 

 • 320 Field Obsession Camo: 12 gauge

Additional NEW models:

 • 320 Security Ghost Ring Sight: 12 gauge 

 •  320 Security Ghost Ring Sight with Pistol Grip:  
12 gauge & 20 gauge

 •  320 Security Bead Sight with Pistol Grip:  
12 gauge & 20 gauge

320 Field Grade:  
12 gauge & 20 gauge

320 Field Grade Muddy 
Girl Compact: 20 gauge

7 301 TURKEY MOSSY OAK® BOTTOMLANDS     
Single-shot break-action with a 26-inch barrel optimized for HEAVYWEIGHT® TSS 
payloads. Available in 410 bore with an extra-full choke. 




